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The liquid flow and the free surface shape during the initial stage of flat plate impact onto liquid
half-space are investigated. Method of matched asymptotic expansions is used to derive equations
of motion and boundary conditions in the main flow region and in small vicinities of the plate edges.
Asymptotic analysis is performed within the ideal and incompressible liquid model. The liquid flow
is assumed potential and two dimensional. The ratio of the plate displacement to the plate width
plays the role of a small parameter. In the main region the flow is given in the leading order by the
pressure-impulse theory. This theory provides the flow field around the plate after a short acoustic
stage and predicts unbounded velocity of the liquid at the plate edges. In order to resolve the
singular flow caused by the normal impact of a flat plate, the fine pattern of the flow in small
vicinities of the plate edges is studied. It is shown that the initial flow close to the plate edges is
self-similar in the leading order and is governed by nonlinear boundary-value problem with
unknown shape of the free surface. The Kutta conditions are imposed at the plate edges, in order to
obtain a nonsingular inner solution. This boundary-value problem is solved numerically by
iterations. At each step of iterations the ‘‘inner’’ velocity potential is calculated by the
boundary-element method. The asymptotics of the inner solution in both the far field and the jet
region are obtained to make the numerical algorithm more efficient. The numerical procedure is
carefully verified. Agreement of the computed free surface shape with available experimental data
is fairly good. Stability of the numerical solution and its convergence are discussed. ©2004
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1714667#

I. INTRODUCTION

Plane unsteady problem of plate impact onto a liquid
free surface is considered. The liquid is infinitely deep and
its free surface is initially horizontal. The plate enters liquid
in a horizontal configuration~normal impact!. No air is as-
sumed entrained at the plate–liquid interface. The plate ve-
locity V is constant, which is assumed much smaller than the
sound speedc0 in the liquid at rest. Acoustic effects matter at
the very short stage just after the impact and can be well
neglected fort@L/c0 , wheret is time and 2L is the plate
width ~see Appendix A for more details about the acoustic
effects in the plate impact problem!. The stage of the impact,
whenL/c0!t!L/V, is referred to as the initial stage in the
present paper. During this stage the plate displacement is
small and the flow can be described within the ideal and
incompressible liquid model. The liquid flow is assumed
plane, symmetric and potential. Both surface tension and the
gravity are taken into account in the theoretical analysis, in
order to demonstrate their effects on the initial flow. Viscous
effects are assumed of minor importance and are neglected.
The latter assumption is validateda posteriori, see Appendix
A. Close to the plate edges the flow is characterized by in-
tense flux from below the plate, which is responsible for the

jet formation. The jets are detached from the plate surface
and the plate edges are treated as the separation points.
Yakimov1 showed that the presence of the atmosphere is im-
portant for predicting the jet shape. In the present study we
do not account for the presence of atmosphere. Correspond-
ingly, we do not account for the interaction between the at-
mosphere and the jet and for instability and disruption of the
jet free surface caused by this interaction.

The initial stage of the plate impact is studied by means
of asymptotic methods. The ratiotV/L plays a role of small
parameter of the problem. The analysis of the initial impact
stage can help us to better understand both the flow field
close to a separation point and the cavity formation behind a
blunt body entering liquid. This paper deals with uniformly
valid initial solution, which can also be used as initial data
for long-time solvers, see, e.g., Gaudet.2

The flow region is divided into the main flow region and
small vicinities of the plate edges. Due to the flow symmetry,
the right-hand side edge of the plate is only considered. The
solution in the main flow region is obtained with the help of
small time expansion procedure. In the leading order this
procedure is equivalent to the pressure-impulse approach. It
is well-known that this approach is not valid close to the
plate edges, where both unbounded velocity of the flow and
unbounded free surface elevation are predicted.3 In order to
correct the pressure-impulse solution close to the plate edges
and obtain the uniformly valid initial asymptotics of the ve-
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locity field, the inner solution in small vicinities of the plate
edges has to be derived and matched to the ‘‘outer’’ solution
in the main flow region. Yakimov1 was the first who studied
the local flow close to the edge of a plate entering water with
the aim of achieving better understanding of the role of the
atmosphere density on the geometry of the jet generated by
the impact. By using simple physical arguments, he showed
that during the initial stage the local flow is self-similar
within the time-stretched variablesu and rt 22/3, wherer , u
are the polar coordinates with the origin at the plate edge.
Method of matched asymptotic expansions was used by
Korobkin4 to derive the boundary-value problem, which gov-
erns the local flow in the leading order asVt/L→0. The
stretched variables introduced by Yakimov1 were justified by
using formal mathematical methods. It was also shown that
the flow close to the plate edge is nonlinear and the free
surface shape has to be found together with the flow pattern.
This part of the analysis is reproduced in Sec. II. Similar
analysis is also presented in the thesis by Oliver.5 The ob-
tained boundary-value problem describes the leading order
inner solution of the original problem.

In the present paper the inner boundary-value problem is
numerically solved with the help of specially designed itera-
tive procedure. At each iteration the local velocity potential
is obtained by the boundary element method with a Dirichlet
condition on the actual free surface and a Neumann condi-
tion on the rigid plate. Once this mixed boundary-value
problem has been solved, the free surface is moved in a
time-stepping fashion and the distribution of the velocity po-
tential on it is reinitialised. An additional constraint is en-
forced at the plate edge requiring that the free surface is
tangentially attached to the plate edge~Kutta condition!.
Note that at each iteration we need to solve numerically the
boundary-value problem with mixed boundary conditions.
Such problems admit eigensolutions, which are singular at
the points where the type of the boundary condition changes,
that is at the plate edges. The eigensolutions in the impact
problems were derived and discussed by Korobkin.6 It was
shown that an additional condition has to be enforced to
calculate the flow with finite velocity field. In the present
problem of plate impact we are searching for the flow field
with finite velocities of liquid particles at the plate edges and
the Kutta condition is used for enforcing the regularity of the
numerical solution.

The velocity potential on the free surface is updated in
the numerical analysis by using the dynamic boundary con-
dition rewritten in the local coordinates. Close to the plate
edge the free surface can be subdivided into two parts. The
first one consists of the liquid particles which were on the
free surface before the impact. The second part, which is
attached to the plate edge, consists of the liquid particles,
which were originally on the plate wetted surface and es-
caped onto the free surface during the impact, see
Logvinovich7 for more details. The position of the point
~separating point!, which divides the free surface into these
two parts, has to be determined together with the liquid flow
and the free surface shape. The position of the separating
point is very important because the dynamic boundary con-
dition is integrated in different ways along the different parts

of the free surface. The Kutta condition is used to locate the
separating point. In the numerical procedure this is done at
each iteration by moving the separating point in order to
minimize the difference between the normal derivative of the
velocity potential on the plate and on the first free surface
panel adjacent to the plate edge.

The problem of plate impact onto the liquid free surface
without account for presence of the atmosphere can be con-
sidered as a limiting case of two different problems. The first
one is that of wedge entry. Let us consider a finite wedge
with its base width being equal to 2L and the deadrise angle
gw . Whengw→0, the wedge turns to the corresponding flat
plate. The Wagner theory is well known for the wedge entry
problem. However, Wagner theory is focused on the impact
stage, when the wedge surface is only partially wetted. Wag-
ner theory predicts spray jets of finite length in the case of
wedge8 and of infinite length in the case of blunt smooth
bodies.9 The duration of this stage tends to zero asgw→0. In
the problem of plate impact this stage is absent and the at-
tention is focused on the separation effects, which are still
not well understood within the Wagner theory of impact or
its modifications.

The second problem is that of floating wedge impact. In
contrast to the wedge entry problem, now the wedge is al-
ready in contact with the liquid before the impact with the
wedge draft being prescribed. The floating wedge turns to the
corresponding floating plate when both the wedge deadrise
anglegw and the wedge draft tend to zero. The problem of
floating wedge impact was studied by Iafrati and Korobkin10

in the case of finite deadrise angles of the wedge. In the
floating wedge impact problem the elevation of the liquid
free surface is restricted from above by the wedge surface.
As a result, the jets caused by the floating wedge impact
follow the wedge surface and are of infinite length within the
incompressible liquid model,10 this implies that there are no
intersection points in the small time solution. It will be
shown in this paper that the jets caused by the plate impact
are of infinite length within the incompressible liquid model
and without account for surface tension. The asymptotic be-
havior of the jets was found to be similar to that of the spray
jets caused by a parabolic contour entry into the liquid.9 In
the problem of plate impact the plate edges are treated as
separation points and the jets are detached from the body
surface. The flow caused by plate impact and unsteady flows
with separation points have some common features. Analysis
of the plate impact flow can be helpful to gain ideas about
flow pattern around separation points.

The formulation of the problem and its outer asymptotic
solution are presented in Sec. II A. The boundary-value prob-
lem, which governs in the leading order the flow close to the
plate edges, is derived in Sec. II B. The developed numerical
procedure is described in Sec. III A and the numerical results
are presented in Sec. III B together with their comparison to
experimental data. Shallow-water approximation is used in
Sec. III C to obtain the free surface shape in the jet region
and to compare it with the numerical solution.
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II. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS OF THE PROBLEM

A. Formulation of the problem and the flow in the main
region

Initially the liquid is at rest and occupies a lower half-
plane (y8,0). A plate with finite breadth 2L is placed on
the free surface, see Fig. 1~a!. The midpoint of the plate is
taken as the origin of the Cartesian coordinate systemx8Oy8
with the axisOy8 being normal to the plate and directed out
of the liquid. The prime denotes dimensional variables. At
some instant of time, taken as initial one (t850), the plate
suddenly starts to penetrate liquid vertically, see Fig. 1~b!.
The velocity of the plateV is assumed much smaller than the
sound speed in the resting liquid. The liquid is assumed to be
ideal and incompressible and the flow potential, two dimen-
sional and symmetric with respect to the axisOy8. Surface
tension and gravity are retained thus allowing us to show that
the latter is well negligible within a small time assumption
while the former has a relevant role, although confined to
highly curved regions. We shall determine the liquid flow
and the geometry of flow region at the initial stage, when the
plate displacementVt8 is much smaller than the plate dimen-
sion 2L. The ratioVt8/L plays a role of small parameter of
the problem in the present analysis.

Nondimensional variables are used below. The half-
width of the plateL is taken as the length scale, the ratioL/V
as the time scale and the productVL as the scale of the
velocity potential. In the nondimensional variables the liquid
flow is described by the velocity potentialF(x,y,t), the ini-
tial boundary-value problem for which has the form

Fxx1Fyy50 in V~ t !, ~1!

Fy521 ~ uxu,1,y52t !, ~2!

z t1Fxzx5Fy , ~3!

2F t1Fx
21Fy

252
2

Fr 2 z1
2

We2

zxx

~11zx
2!3/2

~ uxu.1,y5z~x,t !!, ~4!

z~61,t !52t, zx~61,t !50, ~5!

z~x,0!50, F~x,0,0!50 ~6!

F→` ~x21y2→`!. ~7!

Equationy5z(x,t) describes the elevation of the free sur-
face and

Fr 5
V

ALg
, We5VArL

s
~8!

are Froude number and Weber number, respectively,g is the
acceleration of gravity,r the liquid density, ands the surface
tension coefficient. It should be noticed that both the kine-
matic boundary condition~3! and the dynamic boundary
condition ~4! are nonlinear and are imposed on the actual
position of the free surface, which is unknown in advance
and has to be determined as a part of the solution. The flow
regionV(t) is bounded from above by the moving plate, on
which the body boundary condition~2! is imposed, and by
the free surface. The Kutta conditions~5! imply that we are
searching for the free surface shape, which is attached tan-
gentially to the plate edges at any time. These conditions
imply, in particular, that the liquid particles escape from the
plate surface onto the liquid free surface tangentially to the
plate with continuous flow velocity at the plate edges.

Outside of small vicinities of the plate edges the
asymptotic solution of the original problem~1!–~7! is sought
by using the small time expansion procedure in the forms

F~x,y,t !5F0~x,y!1tF1~x,y!1t2F2~x,y!1 . . . , ~9!

z~x,t !5tz0~x!1t2z1~x!1t3z2~x!1 . . . . ~10!

By substituting~9! and~10! into Eqs.~1!–~7! and collecting
terms of the same order with respect to the nondimensional
time t, we obtain recurrent sequence of boundary-value
problems for the coefficients in expansions~9! and~10!. The
boundary-value problem forF0(x,y) is that provided by the
pressure-impulse theory. Its solution gives the distribution of
the velocity potential along the plate and the vertical velocity
of the free surface elevation as

F0~x,0!52A12x2 ~ uxu,1!, ~11!

z0~x!5uxu/Ax22121 ~ uxu.1!. ~12!

This solution does not satisfy the Kutta conditions~5! at the
plate edges and has to be properly corrected close to the
edges. Higher order terms in the asymptotic solutions~9! and
~10! are not considered in the present analysis.

B. Local flow close to the plate edge

Yakimov1 was the first, who studied the jet flow close to
the edge of a flat plate entering water. He used physical
arguments to show that the local flow is approximately self-
similar during an initial stage within the time-stretched vari-
ablesu andrt 22/3, wherer , u are the polar coordinates with
the origin at the plate edge. However, his main concern was
the influence of the air density on both the motion and the
shape of the jet initiated by the plate impact, in order to
explain different dimensions of cavity behind a flat-nosed
body entering liquid. The analysis of the local flow is pre-
sented in this section. It should be noticed that these self-
similar variables can be obtained also in a formal way by

FIG. 1. Sketches of the positions of the plate and the liquid free surface
before the impactt502 ~a! and after the impact,t501 ~b!.
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using techniques of asymptotic analysis,4 which strongly
supports the physical arguments by Yakimov.1

In order to derive the formulation of the problem in a
small vicinity of the plate edge and perform its asymptotic
analysis, we introduce the stretched variables

x511But2/3, y5Bvt2/3, B5~9/2!1/3, ~13!

F5A2Bt1/3w~u,v,t !, z5Bt2/3h~u,t ! ~14!

and substitute them into Eqs.~1!–~7!. We arrive at the
boundary-value problem with respect to the inner velocity
potentialw(u,v,t)

wuu1wvv50 in V ~15!

wv52AB

2
t1/3 ~v50,u,0!, ~16!

w22~uwu1vwv!1~wu
21wv

2!

52
B2

Fr 2 ht4/31
1

We2

huu

~11hu
2!3/2

23tw t

~v5h~u,t !!, ~17!

h2huu1wuhu5wv2
3

2
th t ~v5h~u,t !!, ~18!

h52
1

B
t1/3, hu50 ~u50!, ~19!

w;Ar sin~u/2! ~r 5Au21v2→`!, ~20!

whereV is the inner flow region andu is the angular coor-
dinate, u5r cosu and v5r sinu, 2p,u,0 ~see Fig. 2!.
Equation~20! is obtained by enforcing the matching between
the inner solution and the inner limit of the outer solution
given by Eq.~11!.

During the initial stage,t!1, several terms in Eqs.~15!–
~19!, which containt as a factor, can be neglected in the
leading order. They are: The right-hand side of Eq.~16!, the
first and the third terms on the right-hand side of Eq.~17!,
the second term on the right-hand side of Eq.~18! and the
right-hand side of the first equation~19!. It is important to
notice that in the leading order ast→0 the equations do not

contain the time derivatives of the unknown functions. This
implies that in the leading order the inner velocity potential
is independent of timet, which means that the flow is ap-
proximately self-similar during the initial stage. For finite
value of the Froude numberFr the contribution to the dy-
namic boundary condition due to gravity effects is of the
orderO(t4/3) and is neglected in the leading order analysis.

The local flow is governed in the leading order by the
following equations:

wuu1wvv50 in V , ~21!

wv50 ~v50,u,0!, ~22!

w22~uwu1vwv!1~wu
21wv

2!5
k

We2 on h50, ~23!

uhu1vhv5wuhu1wvhv on h50, ~24!

h50, hu50 ~u50!, ~25!

w;Ar sin~u/2! ~r→`!, ~26!

where k is the local free surface curvature, equation
h(u,v)50 describes the free surface shape in the inner vari-
ablesu andv with h(u,v)5v2h(u) close to the plate edge
and at the infinity, where the free surface can be one-to-one
projected onto the horizontal axis. Note that now the un-
known functionsw(u,v) and h(u,v) are independent of
time. Condition~23! shows that the surface tension effects
may provide important contribution to the inner flow. This is
why the corresponding term in~23! is retained in theoretical
analysis but the numerical analysis will be only performed
for We5`.

The boundary-value problem~21!–~26! is still compli-
cated owing to the nonlinear terms in the free surface bound-
ary conditions~23! and~24! and due to the fact that the free
surface shape itself is unknown and has to be determined as
a part of the solution. The boundary-value problem can be
significantly simplified by introducing a modified velocity
potential as

S~u,v !5w~u,v !2
r 2

2
. ~27!

The function S(u,v) has been introduced and effectively
used by Iafrati and Korobkin10 in the problem of floating
wedge impact. The modified velocity potential satisfies the
Poisson equationDS522; the kinematic boundary condi-
tion ~24! takes the form

Sn50 ~28!

and the dynamic condition~23! becomes

St56A1

2
r 22S1

k

We2. ~29!

Heret andn are the tangent and normal unit vectors to the
fluid boundary. In the following it is assumed that the normal
vector is oriented inward the flow region while, along the
free surface, the tangent vector is oriented from the plate
edge toward the far field.

FIG. 2. Sketch of the computational domain with the notations used.
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The dynamic boundary condition on the free surface~29!
written in terms of the modified velocity potential is signifi-
cantly simpler than the original one~23!. In fact, by starting
from the far field, where the matching condition~26! and
relation ~27! give an initial value forS, Eq. ~29! can be
integrated along the free surface up to the plate edge thus
providing the distribution of the velocity potential along the
free surface.

However, differently from the floating wedge case,10 the
sign in the boundary condition~29! changes along the free
surface and the position of the separating pointPI is un-
known and has to be determined as a part of the solution. In
fact, from Eq.~27! and the far field behavior~26!, we may
conclude that the modified velocity potential has to decay
when moving along the free surface toward the far field, that
is St,0. On the other hand, at the junction of the free sur-
face with the plate edge, we obtain thatwu(0,0).0 from
physical consideration, which impliesSt(0,0).0 along a
part of the free surface attached to the plate edge. It is shown
below how the location ofPI can be obtained by enforcing
the Kutta conditions~25! at the plate edge.

In order to integrate equation~29! along the free surface,
the far field asymptotics~26! can be used for obtaining the
starting value of the modified velocity potential. In this case
the computational domain should be very large to assure that
the far field conditions are properly applied. Asymptotic
analysis of the boundary-value problem~21!–~26! makes it
possible to improve the asymptotics of the solution asr
→`, see Appendix B for details. The improved far-field as-
ymptotics will allow us to reduce the size of the computa-
tional domain without loss of accuracy. It should be noted
that in obtaining more terms in the far-field asymptotics of
the solution one cannot just neglect the free surface deforma-
tion. Improved asymptotics of the free surface elevation in
the far field has to be obtained together with the asymptotics
of the velocity potential.

In the local polar coordinatesr and u the shape of the
liquid free surface in the far field,r→`, is described by the
equationu5 ũ(r ), whereũ(r )→0 asr→` ~see Fig. 3!. In
order to take into account the free surface elevation in the far
field, it is convenient to introduce the deformed angular co-
ordinateg as

g5pS p1u

p1 ũ~r !
D , ~30!

whereg50 on the plate andg5p on the free surface. Note
that in the original coordinates2p<u<ũ(r ), where the
function ũ(r ) is unknown in advance and should be deter-
mined. The modified velocity potential in the new variablesr

andg is denoted asS̄(r ,g), whereS̄(r ,g(r ,u))5S(r ,u).

We obtain

ũ~r !5
1

3
r 2 3/22

C1

5
r 2 5/21o~r 23!, ~31!

S̄~r ,g!52
1

2
r 22r 1/2cosS g

2D1C1r 2 1/2cosS g

2D
1

1

6 F g

p
sinS g

2D1
cosg

2 G r 211o~r 21!, ~32!

S̄~r ,p!52
1

2
r 21

1

12
r 212

C1

10
r 221o~r 2 5/2!. ~33!

Equation~32! is used together with relations~27! and~30! to
assign the velocity potential along the far field boundary of
the computational domain. It is worth remarking that the
constant of the eigensolutionC1 in ~32! is unknown in ad-
vance and must be determined together with the solution of
the boundary value problem~21!–~25! and~30!–~33!. In the
next section, the method adopted to derive this constant and
the advantage provided by this improved far-field boundary
condition in terms of reduction of the size of the computa-
tional domain are discussed.

III. NUMERICAL DETERMINATION OF THE INNER
SOLUTION

A. Numerical aspects of the iterative procedure

The solution of the boundary value problem~21!–~25!
and~32!, which governs the inner flow, is calculated numeri-
cally by iterations. Within the iterative procedure the free
surface shape is moved in a time-stepping fashion by using a
proper pseudo-velocity field. Owing to analogies of the
present boundary value problem with that governing the in-
ner solution for the floating wedge case, the numerical ap-
proach employed in this study has striking similarities with
that adopted in Iafrati and Korobkin.10 The main difference
concerns the need to locate the position of the separating
point PI . Here this is done by enforcing the Kutta condition
at the plate edge.

At each iteration we use the free surface shape from the
previous step to calculate the velocity potentialw in the flow
domainV with the help of the boundary integral representa-
tion

w~P!5E
GBøGSøGF

@wn~Q!G~P,Q!

2w~Q!Gn~P,Q!# ds~Q! ~PPV!, ~34!

whereG(P,Q) is the free space Green function for the two-
dimensional Laplace operator

G~P,Q!5
1

2p
log~ uP2Qu!.

The Neumann boundary condition~22! is applied on the
plate boundaryGB , that is along the semi-axisv50, u,0,
while the velocity potential is assigned along the free surface
GS and along the far field boundary of the computational
domain GF . The latter is assumed of circular shape with

FIG. 3. Notations used in deriving the far field asymptotics.
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radiusr 5r F and the velocity potential on it is obtained by
the asymptotic equation~32! together with relation~27!.

By using Eqs.~31!, ~33!, and~27!, the velocity potential
is assigned at the intersection of the free surface with the far
field boundary. By taking this value as the starting one, the
modified velocity potential along the free surface is reinitial-
ized by integrating the dynamic boundary condition~29!
along the free surface and, again, the velocity potential is
recovered by Eq.~27!. Once the boundary conditions are
updated, the velocity potential along the plate and its normal
derivative along the free surface and the far field boundaries
are recovered by solving the boundary integral equation
which is obtained by taking the limit of Eq.~34! on the
boundary of the domain. Starting from the normal derivative
wn on the free surface, the normal derivative of the modified
velocity potential can be derived by Eq.~27! as follows:

Sn5wn2r•n,

thus allowing us to estimate to which extent the kinematic
condition ~28! is satisfied. Until the kinematic condition is
satisfied at a desired accuracy, the free surface configuration
is moved for the next iteration in a time-stepping fashion,
using wt and Sn as tangential and normal velocity compo-
nents, respectively. When convergence is achieved, this ve-
locity field yields simple tangential shift of the free surface
without change of its shape.

The boundary of the computational domain is discretized
with straight line panels along which a piecewise constant
distribution is assumed for the velocity potential and for its
normal derivative. On each panel, velocity potential and its
normal derivative are assumed to be equal to the values they
take at the panel midpoint. Although the boundary integral
equation is collocated at the panel midpoints, to achieve a
better accuracy, the movement of the free surface is de-
scribed by following in a Lagrangian way the panel centroids
which are located along a spline curve passing through the
panel vertices. At each iteration, the position of the panel
centroids is updated as discussed before and a cubic spline is
passed through them to locate the panel vertices.

A flat free surface is assumed as the initial configuration.
Since this initial shape is in contrast with the asymptotic
behavior provided by the Eq.~31!, the latter is applied only
gradually. In particular, during the firstN iterations, the free
surface elevation at the far field is assigned as

hF5maxS hE,
j

N
hAD ,

wherehE is the free surface elevation provided by the inte-
gration in time of the pseudo-velocity field on the free sur-
face andhA is the value provided by the asymptotic estimate
~31!. After the firstN iterations, the free surface elevation at
the intersection with the far field boundary is fixed at the
value provided by the asymptotic estimate~31!, that is,

hF5hA.

In the computations,N51000 is usually assumed. Regard-
less the free surface elevation, the velocity potential at the
intersection between the free surface and the far field bound-
ary is assigned by using Eq.~33! together with Eq.~27!.

The constantC1 in Eq. ~32! is unknown and must be
determined together with the liquid flow. To this aim, the
velocity potential along the far field boundaryGF , given by
Eq. ~32!, is presented in the form

w5wP1C1wE. ~35!

The constantC1 appears now as the additional unknown in
the boundary integral equation. In order to determine the
constantC1 , the equation requiring that the total flux incom-
ing from the far field boundary is equal to that provided by
the far field estimate is added to the linear system arising
from the discretization of the boundary integral equation.
This equation has the form

E
GF

]w

]n
ds2C1E

GF

]wE

]n
ds5E

GF

]wP

]n
ds, ~36!

where the second and the third integrals are calculated ana-
lytically. Since a Dirichlet boundary condition is applied at
the far field boundary, the first integral is written in dis-
cretized form using a piecewise constant distribution of
]w/]n thus providing the coefficients of the last row of the
linear system.

As stated above the key point in this numerical proce-
dure concerns the determination of the position of the sepa-
rating pointPI where the sign in the dynamic boundary con-
dition ~29! changes from negative to positive. In order to
explain the way used to identify the separating point posi-
tion, it is worth noting that two parts of the fluid boundary
with different boundary conditions applied on them, match
each other at the plate edge at anglep. In the general case,
the local behavior of the solution of the boundary-value
problem with the mixed boundary conditions is characterized
by eigensolutions, which are responsible for locally un-

bounded vertical velocity component,wv5O(1/Ar ) as r
→0. Since this behavior is not allowed by the edge condi-
tions ~25!, the development of such a solution is prevented
by moving the separating pointPI along the free surface
with the aim of achieving a minimum of the modulus of the
vertical velocity component at the first free surface panel.

At the first iteration this aim is achieved in the following
way: A first guess of the horizontal position of the separating
point is assigned and then the distribution of the velocity
potential is initialized and the boundary value problem is
solved. The solution of the boundary value problem provides
the value of the normal derivative of the velocity potential on
the first free surface panel. If this value does not satisfy the
Kutta condition~25!, a new position of the separating point
is assigned and the above procedure is reiterated, via a
Newton–Raphson approach, up to getwv50 at the first free
surface panel.

At each of the next iterations, the procedure is different
from that described above: The boundary value problem with
respect to the velocity potential and the constantC1 is solved
three times by assuming the separating point to be located at
its actual position, that coincides with a panel centroid, and
on the centroids of the panels adjacent to that. Hence, the
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position of the separating point for the next iteration is cho-
sen as that corresponding to the minimum modulus of the
vertical velocity component.

From the numerical standpoint, the part of the free sur-
face lying between the plate edge and two times the arc-
length between the plate edge and the separating point, is
discretized with panels of uniform size. It is worth remarking
that, with the aim of improving the accuracy of the solution
in the thin jet region, the panel size is progressively reduced
down to one fourth of its initial value during the iterations.
The discretization of the solid contour and of the remaining
portion of free surface up to its intersection with the far field
boundary, is carried out by using a gradually growing panel
size. Finally, along the far field boundary, the panel distribu-
tion in clustered about the intersection with the rigid plate
and with the free surface. A sketch of the discretized bound-
ary is shown in Fig. 4.

B. Numerical results: Verification and validation

The iterative procedure discussed so far has been used to
solve the inner problem in the caseWe5`, that is without
surface tension effects. In Fig. 5 the convergence history of
the free surface profile is shown. Convergence is achieved
faster in the region far from the jet while it becomes slower
and slower getting closer to the jet tip. In Fig. 6 the final free
surface profile is shown. Actually, in that figure there are two
profiles obtained by using two different extensions of the
computational domain, namelyr F5200 andr F520. It can
be seen that, provided Eqs.~31!–~33! are used to assign the
velocity potential and the free surface shape in the far field,
the final solution is substantially independent of the domain
extension.

In Fig. 7 the convergence histories in terms of the con-
stantC1 obtained by using the two different computational
domains are shown, exhibiting a small difference in terms of
the final values. However, it is worth remarking that this
difference multiplied by the eigensolution is of order compa-

rable with the terms neglected in the far field expressions
~31! and ~33!.

In Fig. 8 the comparison between the two solutions is
established in terms of free surface shape (a) and velocity
potential (b) about the end of the shorter computational do-
main. Due to the use of the far field asymptotics~31!, the
two free surface profiles are essentially overlapped whereas a
very small difference occurs in terms of the velocity poten-

FIG. 4. Example of the discretization adopted at the first iteration.
FIG. 5. Convergence of the iterative procedure in terms of the free surface
shape. Profiles are shown every one thousand iterations.

FIG. 6. Last free surface profile obtained at the end of the iterative proce-
dure. Two different curves are plotted~essentially overlapped! which are
obtained by using two different extensions of the computational domain:
r F5200 ~solid! andr F520 ~dash!. A thin jet appears, description of which
would require a finer resolution. In the above simulations the initial value of
panel size is 0.005. Both the gravity and surface tension are neglected in the
present numerical study of the initial impact stage.
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tial distribution which is due to the difference in the pre-
dicted values of the eigensolution constant. In spite of this
small difference, the good agreement found in terms of the
free surface shape clearly displays the gain provided in terms

of reduction of the size of the computational domain by the
use of the expansions~31!–~33! when enforcing the bound-
ary conditions at the far field and locating the intersection
point between the far field boundary and the free surface.

Along with the independence of the final results from the
far field location, the role played by the panel discretization
on the final solution has been also investigated. In Fig. 9 the
final free surface profiles obtained by using 0.01, 0.005, and
0.0025 as initial panel size are compared. It can be seen that
the three solutions substantially overlap each other except for
a region very close to jet tip, where some differences can be
found in terms of the mean jet line. The reason for this dis-
agreement is due to the difficulty that boundary element ap-
proaches have in accurately describing the solution inside
thin layer having thickness comparable with the panel size.
The behavior of the solution in the thinner part of the jet is
discussed with more details in the next section, where com-
parisons between the numerical solution and the approximate
results obtained by using a simplified shallow water model
are established.

In spite of the difficulties of the numerical model to ac-
curately describe the solution within the thin jet layer, the
results appear in a good agreement with the experimental
pictures reported in Yakimov,1 as shown in Figs. 10~a! and
10~b!. According to the definition of the similarity variables
given by Eqs.~13!, the comparison is done by rescaling the
similarity solution with the same scale factor in both hori-
zontal and vertical directions. With respect to the experimen-
tal free surface profiles, the numerical solution provides
longer and straighter jet.

The fact that the numerical solution provides a longer jet
is related to the basic assumptions of the present analysis. As
it is discussed in the next section, the incompressible and

FIG. 8. Comparison between solutions obtained by using two different ex-
tension of the computational domain:r F5200 ~solid! andr F520 ~dash!. In
order to check the capability of the far field expansions~31!–~33! to repre-
sent the solution, the comparison is established about the end of the shorter
domain. The comparison is shown in terms of free surface profiles~a! and of
the velocity potential~b!.

FIG. 7. Convergence histories in terms of the constant of the eigensolution:
r F5200 ~solid! and r F520 ~dash!. The difference between the two final
values multiplied by the corresponding eigen function is of the same order
as the order of the terms neglected in deriving Eqs.~32! and ~33!.

FIG. 9. Comparison between the numerical solutions obtained using three
different values of the initial panel size: 0.0025~solid!, 0.005~dash!, 0.01
~dash–dot!. Differences are essentially located in the thin jet region affect-
ing the curvature of the mean jet line.
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potential flow assumptions without surface tension effects
lead to an infinitely long jet.

As to the straighter shape of the jet, we ascribe this
difference to the action of the atmosphere on the jet dynam-
ics. This hypothesis is further sustained by the fact that in the
second experimental picture, the tip of the jet~not shown
here! is completely destroyed by the interaction with shock
waves appearing in the atmosphere, as it is clearly discussed
in Yakimov.1

Aside from the free surface profiles, the check of the
convergence is also carried out by evaluating the time history
of the integral ofSn

2 along the free surface. According to Eq.
~28!, the integral

K5E
GS

Sn
2ds

should be vanishing as the solution is approaching conver-
gence. In Fig. 11 a typical time history forK is shown versus
iterations. It can be seen that a sharp decay characterizes the
first stage while, in a later stage, this quantity oscillates about
a threshold value in spite no substantial changes occur in
terms of the free surface profile.

In order to get a better comprehension of this phenom-
enon, the contributions to the total quantityK provided by
different portions of the free surface are evaluated separately.
More precisely, we define

Ki5E
GSi

Sn
2ds

with GS1
being the portion of the free surface located in the

range uP(0,0.25), GS2
in uP(0.25,0.5), GS3

in u

P(0.5,0.8),GS4
in uP(0.8,1) andGS5

in u.1. The different
contributionsKi are shown in Fig. 12. From these graphs it
can be easily seen that, althoughK5 is the largest contribu-
tion at the beginning of the iterative procedure, in the later
stage theK3 becomes dominant, thus indicating that the error
is entirely coming from the jet region. This can be easily
understood if the limits that boundary element approaches
have in describing the solution within thin layers is taken
into account.

On the basis of the performed numerical analysis and
with the aim to validate the reliability of the numerical re-
sults in thin jet region, in the next section the solution within
this region is derived with the help of a shallow water ap-
proximation and comparison with the numerical solution is
established.

Before closing this section it is worth remarking the rea-
sons why we did not account the surface tension effects at
this stage of the numerical study. As seen in the previous
sections, the surface tension term in the dynamic boundary
condition does not significantly change the structure of gov-
erning equations and, actually, calculations with finite values
of the Weber number have been carried out, although the
results are not shown here. Further research is required to
better understand the effect of the surface tension on the flow

FIG. 10. Comparison of the numerical results with the free surface profiles
extracted from the experimental pictures by Yakimov.2 In the experiments,
the two configurations shown in~a! and ~b! refer to different values of the
atmosphere density but identical impact conditions. A reasonably good
agreement is achieved although some differences occur in the jet region,
probably due to the effect of the atmosphere in the experiments. The com-
parison has been performed without account for gravity and surface tension
effects.

FIG. 11. Convergence history in terms ofK. Convergence is essentially
achieved after about five thousand iterations although, after that,K oscillates
and does not fall much below 0.01.
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pattern close to the plate edge. In fact, even for rather small
values of the Weber number, the obtained numerical solution
exhibits visible changes only very close to the jet tip. On the
contrary we believe that, due to the small thickness of the jet,
the presence of surface tension can give rise to free surface
instabilities, eventually leading to the disruption of the jet
into small droplets. This phenomenon cannot be recognized
and described within the present numerical approach, thus
requiring a deeper investigation.

C. Shallow water model for the thin jet layer

With the aim of validating the numerical solution in the
thin jet region, a shallow water model is developed. On the
basis of the results presented in the previous section, the
model is built under the assumptions that the jet shape is
symmetric with respect to the middle line and that the middle
line approaches a straight line with increasing the distance
from the plate edge. In the following,j is the coordinate
along the middle line withj50 at the cross section of the jet
where the shallow water model is activated by using data
from the numerical simulation as initial values. The thick-
ness of the jet is denoted withh(j) ands denotes the coor-
dinate normal to the middle line~Fig. 13!.

Within the shallow water approximation the variation of
S in the s direction is neglected. The Poisson equation for
the modified velocity potentialSjj1Sss522 and the kine-
matic condition~28!, Sn50 along the free surface provide

d

dj
@U~j!h~j!#12h~j!50, ~37!

where the new unknownU(j)5Sj(j,0) has been intro-
duced. Beside to the continuity constraint, the modified ve-
locity potential must also satisfy the dynamic boundary con-
dition ~29! that gives

U~2Uj11!5rr j ~38!

within the shallow water approximation.
The shallow water solution of the free surface flow in the

jet region is obtained numerically by a space marching pro-
cedure applied to Eqs.~37! and ~38!. This space marching
procedure uses as a middle line of the jet that provided by

FIG. 12. Convergence histories of the contributions toK. On ~a! K1 ~solid!
andK2 ~dash! are shown. On~b! the quantityK3 ~solid! is compared to the
total integralK ~dash! and, finally, on~c! K4 ~solid! and K5 ~dash! are
drawn. From the above graphs it can be easily seen that, while all the other
contributions decay faster,K3 is the responsible for the error and for the
oscillations after 5000 Its. This behavior ofK3 confirms that the remaining
error is due to the difficulty of the numerical model to accurately describe
the solution when the jet region becomes too thin with respect to the reso-
lution adopted.

FIG. 13. Sketch of the notations adopted to derive the shallow water model.
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the numerical solution. Out of the computed jet region, the
middle line is assumed to be a straight line with the same
slope.

Starting from the fully numerical solution, a point is
identified where the jet thickness is small enough to make
the shallow water model to be applicable starting from this
point but, at the same time, it must be relatively large to
assure that the numerical solution is not significantly affected
by the discretization adopted. Then at this pointj is taken to
be zero. As a first step, the middle line is built along with its
prolongation beyond the numerical jet tip. The jet thickness
h(0) and the modified velocity potentialS(0) are initialized
by using the data from the numerical solution. The value of
the radiusr (0)5r 0 at j50 and its derivativer j(0) along
the middle line are also initialized. Finally, the value ofU
and ofUj at j50 are calculated by using Eqs.~38! and~37!.

The space marching procedure is built as follows: A
space stepdj is assigned, thenr (j1dj) andr j(j1dj) are
evaluated from the discrete set of points representing the
middle line. Usuallydj is equal to the size of the panels
adopted in the fully numerical simulation. In order to derive
the values ofU and Uj at j1dj, some sub-iterations are
performed as follows: A first estimate ofU(j1dj) is ob-
tained as

U~j1dj!5U~j!1Uj~j!dj,

which is substituted into Eq.~38! to provide an estimate of
Uj(j1dj) and then an improved estimate ofU(j1dj) as

U~j1dj!5U~j!1 1
2 ~Uj~j!1Uj~j1dj!!dj.

Sub-iterations are performed until the desired accuracy in
U(j1dj) is achieved. OnceU(j1dj) has been obtained,
the jet thicknessh(j1dj) is derived by using a second order
finite difference scheme to discretize Eq.~37!, that is,

h~j1dj!5h~j!F 2dj1U~j!

dj1U~j1dj!G .

In Fig. 14 the fully numerical simulation and the jet
shape provided by the shallow water model are compared.
The comparison exhibits an excellent agreement among the
two solutions but for the region very close to the jet tip,
where it is believed that the discretization adopted is no
longer sufficient to provide an accurate solution. Note that in
Fig. 14~a! the shallow water solution starts atv51.2 and
essentially overlaps the numerical solution in the interval
1.2,v,1.7.

In spite of the obtained good agreement, it should be
noticed that this comparison allows us only to estimate to
which extent the numerical procedure correctly predicts the
jet thickness but nothing can be said about the middle line,
which is the input to the shallow water model.

Asymptotic behavior of the jet thickness asj→` can be
estimated. Note thatr 25r 0

212r 0j cos(rW0,jW)1j2 in ~38!,
which providesr'j as j→`. By substituting the latter
asymptotic estimate into~38!, we arrive at the differential
equation, the general solution of which has the form

~U1j!2~U2 1
2 j!5C2

with an arbitrary constantC2 . The solution of this cubic
equation, which corresponds to the jet flow outwards the
plate edge, behaves as

U~j!5 1
2 j1O~j21! ~j→`!. ~39!

Substituting now~39! into ~37! and integrating the resulting
equation whenj@1, we find

h~j!;C3j25 ~j→`!, ~40!

whereC3 is an arbitrary constant. This asymptotic formula
indicates that the jet produced by the plate impact is of infi-
nite length within the incompressible liquid model and its
thickness decays asO(j25) when j→`. This behavior of
the shallow water solution is clearly shown in Fig. 14~b!
where the jet thickness is drawn versusj in a logarithmic
scale.

FIG. 14. Comparison between the fully numerical solution~solid! and the
solution provided by the shallow water model~dash!. On ~b!, the jet thick-
ness versus the curvilinear abscissaj is depicted in logarithmic scale. The
latter graph highlights thej25 trend ~dash–dot! of the shallow water
solution.
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Equation~40! in the original variablesx andy, see Eq.
~13!, takes the form

H~R,t !;C* t4/R5, ~41!

whereR25(x21)21y2, H(R,t) is the jet thickness at the
distanceR from the plate edge at the time instantt andC* is
a constant. It is of interest to notice the asymptotic formula
~41! for the thickness of the jet caused by the plate impact is
identical to that for the thickness of the jet produced by a
circular cylinder falling down onto initially flat liquid free
surface.9 The common feature for the jets in the floating plate
impact problem and in the entry problem is that in both cases
the jets are driven by inertia, if the jet interactions with the
surrounding atmosphere is not taken into account.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

Theoretical and numerical analysis of the plate impact
problem has been performed with the aim of improving pre-
diction of the flow field at the initial stage of the interaction.
The obtained results indicate that the flow close to the plate
edges is nonlinear and self-similar at the stage under consid-
eration. A numerical algorithm has been developed to evalu-
ate both the fine pattern of the flow and the free surface
shape around the plate edges. The obtained solution can be
used to start numerical calculations for the next stages of the
plate penetration into the liquid, when the free surface defor-
mations are large. It should be noticed that without account
for surface tension effects the inner velocity potential is in-
dependent of any parameter. This implies that the inner so-
lution has to be obtained just once and after that one can use
it by incorporating into a long-time solver.

The obtained asymptotic solution of the plate impact
problem is not singular in contrast to the pressure-impulse
solution and may be considered as more appropriate to start
the numerical computations of the cavity formation behind
the plate entering liquid. However, such computations are
behind the score of the present paper. The gravity effects
were shown to be of minor importance during the initial
stage and then the initial solution is independent of the
Froude number. Surface tension matters only close to the jet
tip, where the free surface curvature is large. Hence, the
obtained solution can be used to derive initial conditions for
long term simulations with arbitrary Froude numbers and
infinite Weber number.

The approximate solution, which is uniformly valid dur-
ing the initial stage, quite well corresponds to the experimen-
tal data by Yakimov1 and properly describes the jets gener-
ated by the impact. One may expect that with time going the
jets give a negligible contribution to the shape of the cavity
and the flow around the plate and very good results can be
obtained starting from the singular pressure-impulse solu-
tion, which can be reproduced numerically, see Gaudet2 for
details. In this case some numerical devices should be used
in order to avoid dealing with unbounded flow velocities.
The singularity occurs at the plate edge, which implies that
special attention should be given in numerical computations
to the flow close to the edges. In particular, calculations may
become unstable in the case of very small grid spacing near

the edges. Numerical algorithms should be carefully tailored
with skilled choice of grid spacing and proper smoothing
procedures. The theoretical/numerical analysis of this paper
has the aim to outline the difficulties with description of the
flow caused by plate impact and suggests techniques aimed
at making the description more rational and more grid inde-
pendent. The analysis has been performed only for initial
stage of the flow but we expect that some ideas developed in
this paper may be also helpful in design of long-time solvers.

The analysis has been performed within the potential
theory of incompressible flows. The very initial stage of the
impact, during which the liquid compressibility matters, is
not considered. It was shown that gravity effects can be ne-
glected in the leading order but surface tension should be
taken into account. However, in this paper we do not account
for the surface tension assuming that the Weber numberWe
is large. It was demonstrated that within the incompressible
liquid model and without account for the surface tension the
length of the jet caused by the impact is infinite with the jet
thickness decaying asO(R25) with the distanceR from the
plate edge. This jet is asymptotically identical to the jet
formed by a circular cylinder entering liquid. The head of the
jet, which cannot be reproduced within the assumption of
incompressible liquid, is formed by liquid particles which
left the main flow region at the acoustic stage of the
impact.11
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APPENDIX A: LIQUID COMPRESSIBILITY AND
VISCOSITY EFFECTS ON PLATE

Acoustic effects matter at the very short stage just after
the impact, which is referred to as the acoustic stage. The
flow field during the acoustic stage is very complicated due
to presence of the shock wave generated at the impact instant
and the relief waves which come from the liquid free surface
and propagate towards the plate center. Later on the relief
waves escape on the opposite side of the plate and are re-
flected from the free surface as compression waves. With
time going the number of both the rarefaction waves and the
compression waves increase. However, the amplitudes of the
waves decay ast21/2. The plate impact problem was solved
within the acoustic approximation by Galin12 and Ogilvie.13

Ogilvie13 proved that the acoustic solution tends to that pre-
dicted by the pressure-impulse approach as the ratiotc0 /L is
getting much greater than unity but stilltV/L!1, where 2L
is the plate total width. The acoustic solution is not uni-
formly valid and predicts the square-root singularity of the
flow velocity close to the plate edges. The flow near the plate
edges during the acoustic stage was studied by Korobkin11

~Sec. III, Chap. II!. It was shown that the dimension of the
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small vicinities around the plate edges, where the acoustic
solution is not valid, is of the orderO(LM2/3), where M
5V/c0 is the Mach number. In the leading order asM→0
the compressibility effects do not matter in these vicinities.
The liquid density can be taken approximately as constant
with the relative accuracy ofO(M4/3). The velocity of the
flow in the vicinities is of the orderO(VM21/3) and is much
greater than the entry velocity. It was shown than just after
the impact the flow close to the plate edges is nonlinear and
self-similar in the leading order asM→0. We may conclude
that the liquid compressibility can be neglected in the leading
order asM→0 close to the plate edges and can be neglected
for the flow in the main region after the short acoustic stage,
when tV/L@M but still tV/L!1. More details about the
acoustic effects in the plate impact problem can be found in
Korobkin,14 where developed flow,tV/L5O(1), caused by
the impact onto shallow liquid layer was investigated.

The stage of the plate impact process, whenM!tV/L
!1, is referred to as the initial stage in the present paper. It
is important to notice that the liquid flow during the initial
stage can be obtained without analysis of the acoustic solu-
tion. This phenomenon was explained by Korobkin and
Peregrine,15 who studied the applicability of the pressure-
impulse approach in water impact problems. However, the
jet length and the flow in the jet head are strongly dependent
on the compressibility effects.16

In order to estimate the order of the viscous effect con-
tribution, which was neglected in the present analysis, we
shall compare the order of the flow acceleration and the order
of the viscous terms in the momentum equation by using the
obtained asymptotic solution. They areO(V0 /t) and
O(nV0 /L2), respectively, in the main flow region,
O(V0

2L21@V0t/L#24/3) and O(nV0L22@V0t/L#25/3) in the
vicinities of the plate edges. Heren is the kinematic viscosity
and t is the dimensional time. In the main flow region the
viscous effects can be safely neglected if the product
Re21@V0t/L# is small, whereRe5V0L/n is the Reynolds
number andV0t/L is the small parameter in the problem
under consideration. The latter estimate shows that the liquid
viscosity can be well neglected in the main flow region dur-
ing the initial stage even if the Reynolds number is moderate.
Correspondingly, in the vicinity of the plate edge, where the
inner flow is described by the boundary-value problems
~21!–~26!, viscous effects can be neglected if the product
Re21@V0t/L#21/3 is small. This result might be confusing
because, even ifRe@1, one can distinguish the time stage at
which the viscous effects are more important than the inertial
ones close to the plate edges. However, we need to remem-
ber that the present analysis has been performed forVt/L
@M ~see the Introduction!, which is for the stage when
acoustic effects do not matter. By using the latter inequality,
we find Re21@V0t/L#21/3!Re21M 21/3. Therefore, the vis-
cous effects can be neglected close to the plate edges ifM
@Re23, this is for not too small impact velocities. In par-
ticular, for a plate of width 1 m (L50.5 m) impacting the
water surface (n51026 m2/s, c051500 m/s), the latter in-
equality provides V0@c0

1/4n3/4L23/453.31024 m/s, which
implies that the liquid viscosity can be neglected at the stage
under consideration if the impact velocity is greater than

0.33 mm/s which is very small to treat it as an impact
velocity.

APPENDIX B: FAR-FIELD ASYMPOTOTICS

Some details of the procedure to derive the far-field as-
ymptotics of the modified velocity potential are given in this
appendix.

In the far field the curvaturek of the free surface is given
as

k5
2ũ r1r ũ rr 1r 2ũ r

3

~11r 2ũ r
2!3/2

,

which provides the asymptotic formula

k52ũ r1r ũ rr 1O~r 2ũ r
3!

in the leading order asr→`. With account for this formula
the dynamic boundary condition~29! takes the form

S̄r
2

11r 2ũ r
2

1S̄5
r 2

2
1

1

We2
~2ũ r1r ũ rr !

1O@r 2ũ r
3We22# ~g5p,r @1!, ~B1!

where the new functionS̄(r ,g) and the deformed angular
coordinateg were introduced in Sec. II B. The kinematic
boundary condition~28! is written in the new variables as

ũ r5
pS̄g~11r 2ũ r

2!

~p1 ũ !r 2S̄r

. ~B2!

Equations~26!, ~27!, and ~30! show that in the far field the
modified velocity potential can be decomposed as

S̄~r ,g!52
r 2

2
2Ar cos

g

2
1S̄1~r ,g!, ~B3!

whereS̄1(r ,g) is the correction term such thatS1(r ,g)/Ar
→0 asr→`.

By substituting~B3! into ~B2! and neglecting the higher-
order terms, we obtain

ũ~r !5 1
3 r 2 3/21 ũ2~r !, ~B4!

where ũ2(r ) represents the second order correction term,
ũ2(r )r 3/2→0 as r→`. Decomposition~B4! shows that the
surface tension terms in~B1! provide the contribution of the
orderO(r 25/2) in the far field and can be neglected up to this
order in the asymptotic analysis.

By substituting decomposition~B3! into the equation of
motion and the boundary conditions and taking into account
the asymptotic formula~B4!, we obtain the boundary-value
problem with respect to the new unknown functionS1(r ,g)
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S̄1rr 1
1

r
S̄1r1

1

r 2 S1gg

52
r 1/2

4
r 1/2cos

g

2
Fg r

21
1

r 2 ~gu
221!G

2r 1/2sin
g

2
S g rr

2
1

g r

r
D 22g r S̄1gr

2Fg r
21

1

r 2 ~gu
221!GS1gg2S g rr 1

g r

r
DS1g

~r @1,0,g,p!, ~B5!

S̄1r
2 22rS1r1~11r 2ũ r

2!S̄15r 4ũ r
21O~r 25/2!

~r @1,g5p!, ~B6!

ũ rS 11
ũ

p
D ~2r 1S̄1r !5

1

r 2 S r 1/2

2
1S̄1gD ~11r 2ũ r

2!

~r @1,g5p!, ~B7!

S̄1g50 ~r @1,g50!, ~B8!

where

g r52g
ũ r

p1 ũ
, g rr 5gF 2ũ r

22~p1 ũ !ũ rr

~p1 ũ !2
G ,

gu5
p

p1 ũ
.

In the leading order the dynamic boundary condition
~B6! and Eq.~B4! give

22rS̄1r1S̄1. 1
4 r 21,

which leads to the decomposition

S̄1~r ,p!5 1
12 r 211S̄2~r ,p!,

where S̄2 represents a second order correction term,
rS̄2(r ,p)→0 asr→`.

Correspondingly, Eqs.~B5! and~B4! provide at the lead-
ing order

S̄1rr 1
1

r
S̄1r1

1

r 2 S̄1gg

.
1

6p
r 23 cos

g

2
1

1

8p
gr 23 sin

g

2

~r @1,0,g,p!. ~B9!

The latter equation has to be solved with the following con-
ditions on the plate and on the free surface:

S̄1g~r ,0!50, S̄1~r ,p!5 1
12 r 21. ~B10!

The differential equation~B9! with the boundary conditions
~B10! admits eigensolution

S̄1E5C1r 2 1/2cos
g

2

while its particular solution is given by

S̄1P~r ,g!5S 1

6p
g sin

g

2
1

1

12
cosg D r 21.

The general solution in terms of the functionS̄ takes the
form ~32!. Finally, by substituting~32! into ~B7! and using
~B4!, we obtain the asymptotic formula forũ2(r ) as r→`
and arrive at Eq.~31!.
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